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J>. RANGE OF POEMS; by Gary Snyder. London: Fulcrum Press, 1966. 163
pp. 35 s.
~.
Just as the shaman's songs are the essential statement of a particular
life-rhythm, so these poems 'image' the rhythms of Mr. Snyder's life: ,"I've
come to realize that the rhythms of my poems follow the rhythm of the
physical work I'm d0ing and the life I'm leading at any given time.'~·The
poems have a ritualistic exactness by way of simple,' rich language:
One granite ridge
A tree, would be .enough
Or even a rock, a small creek,
A bark shred in a pool.
Hill beyond hill, folded and twisted
Tough trees crammed
In thin stone fractures
A huge moo~ on it all, is too much.
"Piute Creek"

Mr. Snyder wants to:
Lay down these words
Before your, mind like rocks.
"Riprap"

The poem is "a cobble of stone laid on steep slick rock/to make' a trail for
horses in the mountains," a riprap.
First day of Spring and I've been wrestling with Snyder's book since
Fall. There is a clearing, I crawl into its senses:
Green comes out of the ground
Birds squabble
Young girls run mad with the pine bough,

10
"Logging,"

1

A green limb hangs in the crotch
Of a silver snag,
Above the Cats,
the skidders and thudding brush,
Hundreds of butterflies
Flit through the pines.
"Logging,"
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Deer don't want to die for me.
I'll drink sea-water
Sleep on beach pebbles in the rain
Until the deer come down to die
in pity for my pain.
"Hunting," 8
One moves continually with the consciousness
Of that other, totally alien, non human:
Humming inside, like a taut drum,
Carefully avoiding any direct thought of it,
Attentive to the real-world flesh and stone.
"Burning,"

2

Riprap for the reader. The sense ~s of an America that is difficult to find 7
1967. Mountains and deserts of the West hanging on against the cities:
a soft continuous roar
com~s out of the far valley
of the six-lane highway-thousands
and thousands of cars
driving men to work
"Marin-an"

Mr. Snyder has given us perhaps}he final 7 significant statement about this
,:America: loggers7 the deer and bear7 drinking snow water from a'tin CUP7
men at work on the land 7 men in touch with a nonmechanical landscape.
The mood of the poems is only occasionally bitter., The poet here)snot
political. His engagement is with the nonpolitical terms of life,~ithin the
world 7 and how a man might know it best.
'
As a Buddhist and student of Zen 7 Mr. Snyder has successfuly prepared
a joyful eye arid ear7 has made himself recept!r~to the forces not things
of love. "Never own anything you can't leave out in the rain. 17 This includes
your soul: / '
THE POLITICIANS

Running around here & there
stirring up trouble and bothering people
a bunch of lushes~
fern leaves and cloud:
the world was so chilly and darkBefore long that sort
will up and rot all. by them;\:""s
and be washed away by th~~~i:--
and afterwards, only green fern •.
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And when humanity is laid out like coal
somewhere 'fIAe earnest geologist
will note'them in his notebook.

- W illiam Harris
A fomer editor of Ante, a Los Angeles literary magazine, William 'lIarris's Poems
1965 was published by Duende, Placitas, N.M.

THE TRAVELING OUT AND OTHER POEMS, by Lucile Adler. New York: The
Macmillan Company, 64 pp. $3.95.
..:
.'

At a time ",hen so much poetry has become nothing 'more than an
intellectual game, when it often 'bafRes and alienates with its la.pored
images and heavy irOlJ(es, when it is chisel:d to the perfecti.?n of tecIiniq~e
or sprawls, bl~f~rmless-at such a bme readers comm:g upon LucIle
~dler's first book will be delighted with its clear voice, its directness and
simplicity.
Interestingly enough, though Mrs. Adler's' work has appeared in maga·
zines for a number of years,. The Traveling Out contains mostly unpublished pieces, a fact which may bafRe those readers who judge such a book
not by its quality but its credits. In this first book, Mrs. Adler has brought
together poems which' sho~. a remarkable evenness, a deft style, a wide
range of 'emotion and subject matter, and a skillful and unobtrusive hand·
ling of technique.
.
.
The essential delight in these poems comes from two qualities: most of
them are unassuming and quiet (so much so that they are deceiving at
times), and again and again the very best ones put themselves in jeopardy
on every .page. While the chances they take may be no greater than those
, courted by any other writer, such ~azards are the poet's own; indeed, most
of the pieces place themselves' in danger, approach what in a lesser poet
would be failure, yet Jurvive. And they survive and prosper through what
they are and what they say.
In "Whisper for a Daughter," what is said to a young girl .might well
be said of this poet:
. . . the heart that nests
In your mouth will fly
Out; it will ,have straight wings,
And it will honor all the silences
Rising to meet it.
\
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Which is what these poems do! For as they explore and suggest, they
become poems of praise-in "The Stone Bird and. the Real," for that
which is art and life; in "Country School," for lessons abou~ "the fields
outside where kernels of corn spinel And the gnarled apples .are_dying.";
in "Certainties," for words that "grow wings in the bone"; or in "Portrait with Lemon .Leaves" (a good example of the poet'.s scenic approach),
praise for our~as both the artist and Mrs. Adler paint usLet our hair, caught by scraps
Of jay blue ribbon,' flaunt brightness
When we lean under lamplight true
As homes lit by those who risk love:

And "those who risk love:" (often placed in the foreground of a desolate and impersonal landscape) -they are the ones who achieve wpat the
poet says in another poem: "We must walk outside ourselves'; Who love
to stay." Yet taking such a walk means confronting the world and ourselves, whether it is children wondering about a bird, an adult- 'talking to
a child, a woman thinking about a neighbor, a couple about to be married,,,
a viewer observing a painting, or people watching an "ordinary daughter." .
Mrs. Adler's book wants us to take such a journey, where the commonplace
becomes unique and the eye finds wonder.
This risk and joy of love is perhaps best seen in the title poem:
I wonder, since we are both traveling out,
If we m~y go together? Thank y~u.
You may be sure you will be alone
)'
And private as though I were no one;
God knows, I do not wish to increase your burden.
Naturally,. these airports, these blinding cities,
And foundry lights confuse you, make you
More solitary than the sight of. one lost lamp
Across a bare land promising life there,
Someone over that field alone and perhaps
Waiting for you. That used to be th~ way.

I

The remaining stanzas bring the lovers together, each in his "solitary"
being, and move from cities to "hordes of stars," where in a Whitmanesque
vision they become one, where both the movement of the poem and the
lovers "walk outside" themselves.
'
There are many other fine poems here-"Long Ago," "Duenna t<f Her
Charge," "Desert Almanack," "The Lonely N~ghbor:' "A Tre,!ty of
r
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Liberation," "A Wedding Near Pilar," "A Cool Place to Go," "Anita with
White Lilacs," and "Good Night."
. If there are flaws along the way (several of the poems leave their
silences for wordiness, try too hard; some few are flat while others seem
undisciplined), they are part of the dangers, the traps, the risks Lucile
Adler is willing to take, must have taken, to give us this book; they are
what must be encountered when we travel and enter. other houses as a
"guest," .as someone who occupies other selves-and us-to give us our~
sclv~.
.
Like "Who Love to ~tay," most op the poems "carve out praise like
art."
-Philip Legler
.
.
Philip Legler's poems have appeared in many publications. His book, A Change of
View, was issued by the University of Nebraska Press.

CYCLES, by Larry Goodell. Pla~itas, N.M.: Duende Press, 1966, n.p.
FABLES & TRANSFIGURATIONS, by Howard McCord. San Francisco: Kayak
Press, 1967. 52 pp., n.p.
"There is no one to tell this to," writes Howard McCord in a poem
called "The Spirit Dream." And in his "Cycle Poem" (three 14-inch sheets
glued together into one. endless sheet), Larry Goodell says "starting
Q!
anywhere."
That's the way it has to be: If there's no one to tell it to, and since you
have to tell it, better start anywhere.
A tricky beginning for ~his review, making an alloy like that; not a device
to be developed any further. But consider the "deviousness" of these two
poets, for whom the writing of poems is as difficult as it is natural; difficult
b~cause there are so few others who would consent to listen while 'they
reveal themsclves. Reveal themsclves, yes; but' McCord and Goodell are
not "confessional" poets. On th~ co.ntrary, they celebrate themselves and
the problems of their lives. No whining, no mea culpa, no prayers for
absolution. That is the sense in which they are tricky. They make company
outlof loneliness, New Orl~ns' wakes out of funerals.
Goodell's prosody is the more open of the two; almost anything can
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get into his poepls. He apparently has taken Charles Olson at his word:
Don't 'categorize experience, just let it happen. Goodell's poems re;lllyare
kinetic, they' are fragments of energy; they move. The experience Goodell
writes' about in a particular poem dOes not end; it is not summed up; it
is invaded by other suggestions, other experiences; it goes on.
The aforementioned "Cycle Poe~" is a round-and-around monologue,
"an obligatory recitative," full of puns. Recitative because it is composed
while a Schoenberg record is on, in the interstices between ear 'and music.
The music is the background of the poem as well as a subject for commentary (a device Goodell uses more than once, as if the spinning record
also sets a-spin the free flow of remembered, visceral 'experience). The
paper in the typewriter is also itself a background: .
and I have
3 times 14 inches
stuck together
around the
roller

I

I,;

I' ,
,

J.

"~

,

But the main experience of the poem is sexual:
e
d

t
s
how many more inches
to getJIlyself to function
the way they all they all

yap

. say I
should

And before that, or later on:
two
separate tubes
insidethe .
, 'penis

!

bass clarinet
why all that
import ;.
a cylindrical tube with moderately flaring end
a strong
flexible

'" '" '"

but there are 2 bassoons
a contra-bassoon
4 hours/3 trumpets/3 trombones/& tuba
\
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Music, poem, sex-intimately interwoven, the poem s.eeming to occur
as it happens, as the music, the sex, the poem itself. flow through, flood, the
poet's body. It would be a mistake, though, to. assume that, Goodell is
involved solely with himself alone, or merely with the process: of writing
a po.em. What he is concerned with is the widest gamut of experience he
cap handle: friends, children, love, sickness, scene-and food. Always food,
not as gluttony but as aesthetic context, as a .means toward the sharing
of experience:
I offered them
beer
and made some tea
hot spiced cider

* * *
the cinnamon

thank God

thru the curtain

* *. *

.\

J

I'm hungry, she said
the baby cookies 'disappeared
she dug her hand into the cashew nuts

* * *
pouring coffee as they come in

McCorCl also dep~nds on the personal, and to some extent on the writing
about food; this must be a way of inviting the reader ~ a manner of .
saying: Look, at least we have this in common. But McCord's experiences
come'to summation, and extraordinarily good summations most of them
are. The poems are mote intrinsic to place than Goodell's, though they
are not confined to the particular locale: "Nez Perce/Sahaptin country"
extends all the way to Viet Nam.
Licentious, vulgar greed
and the white skin of Satan are not new
and if Viet Nam is unspeakable
its total antecedent
is- (in this local space)
the Treaty of 1855
violated by the Treaty of 1863
(the white shits had found gold in the Wallowas'
and the vicious exile 1877-19°4
of Joseph

There is the overriding conviction in McCord's poems that the white
man's civilization, in America at least, is diseased beyond hope of recovery.
He finds his personal roots in the,Indian lore which attaches to the surroun~s he frequented as a youth and whi~h he still inhabits. His work
is by no means another glorification of the "noble savage"; it is a contrast

...
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of ritual, that of the Indian's versus the white man's. In this contest the
white man is no match for his predecessor on the land. Witness the poem
"The Months of the Tribe" :
Some years there is a month, deep in winter,
when a man does nothing
but curse and drink.
Before the last snow clears young men
are sent out to endure
and young women are shown
the secrets of coupling. They dance.
In the month of chaos the earth is killed
and men riot to bring it to life.
A wild month, full qf pain and noise
and finally joy.

For these trials the white man has substituted the artifacts of convenience, from m\:chanical harvesters to the sexual fant-asia of Silver Screen,
TV screen and smokescreen. There is no "month of chaos," just a few
hours when the lights black out in New York City. Nor is there the joy. On!y sometimes on the dance floor, when the white folks shed their skins
and for a time resemble Indians.
McCord is at his finest when he is writing about Indians and Indian
country, about himself and his relationship to nature. (He is more ordinary
in the love poems and the more reflective poems.) To the former subjects
he adds a 'pinCh of history, a current reference, a .quote from Pound or
St. Paul, a notation about Greece and Rome. Nothing pedantic, in his
hands,just enough to putthe matter into fresher perspective.
A case in point is "Fables & Transfigurations," the title poem of the
book. It is autobiographical, but what is astonishing about it is how,
McCord is able to define himself in terms of antecedents-literary (Blake,
Hopkins, Rimbaud), religious, philosophical, the mapmaker Bowditch-so
simply and, it would seem, justly. What issues from this is more than a
picture of a man, Howard McCord; it is a diagnosis: of the way toward
health in these tim~ and in this place, and of the hard cost:

j

,

'J

;)

,

;ij~
11
II
'\

!l

r

Time and perception and memory,
an order scalded by life, and the humbug
truth of making it
/ every day.
Keep confusing the dimensions.
The books.
That's why I need Bowditch,
or Saint Paul.
I'm always right on the edge.
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J
There's this life in me
that's carrying a rifle
and a pack and is off
somewhere-Mexico, the Gobiand its mind is just intent
on the country. No memories,
no place it's come from,
and just going to the mountains.
I don't even know what language it speaks.

-Gene Frumkin

Ii

Gene Frumkin, formerly a teacher at UCLA and now a member of the English faculty
at UNM, is a poet whose work has appeared in a number of magazines. The late Alan
Swallow published his first book of verse. The magazine Coastlines was founded and
edited by Frumkin.
'

STITCHES IN TIME, by Florence A. Dietz. Francestown, N. H.: Gelden
Quill Press, 19 65. pp. $3-

87

,

r

I am impressed by the high technical standard maintained throughout
'" this book of verse. One can read it from cover to cover without becoming
~.~,bored, since it is richly varied in style as well as subject matter. The poet
{~:has a wide range of techniques at her command and knows how to
'7,.- _" ci · integratetthe form <;>f a poem with its content.
, 'j~c), _UnJikeymjny of the poetry books published nowadays by traditionalists
; ':cas well at'Ultramodems, STICHES IN TIME is interesting throughout. The
"social consciousness" poems in the book differ in their finely chiselled
J< art from much of the social-protest poetry written today. Many of the.
social-protest poets say the same things over and over in the same flat,
~prawling idiom; after reading two or three pages, one feels parched instead
~ of replenished, bored instead of excited. The trouble with much of contemporary social-protest· verse is that its technique is neither original nor
'varied en~ugh to move the reader esthetically, even if he agrees with its
message. By contrast, ~ne feels' esthetically, emotionally, and intellectually
refreshed upon reading STITCHES IN TIME. Ezra Pound defined poetry
,as "news that stays new." This book is full of such news.
•
Like the movements of a symphony, the sections of the book are'
independent yet interrelated. Indeed, its four-part organization suggests a
II>
symphonic structure; there is a strong musi~l undercurrent in Mrs. Dietz's
poems. Some of her best involve music and the dance: "Ballet of Atoms,"
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i "Ghost Flute," "Fugue of the Rhythms," "Music in' the Asylum," and
r: "No Jazz on Snnday." The last-named poem; describing a child's
II visit to a stripteaser's home, poignantly explores the child's dawning awareness of sex. The poem suggests the conflict b~een healthy sensual values
and deeply rooted puritan traditions.
Mrs. Dietz draws upon all the arts for analogies and metaphors' to
expess an individual poetic vision. Like Yeats, who drew inspiration from
the sister arts of music, painting, and sculpture, she has the sensitive ear
of a musician and the strong visual imagination of a painter. In his essay,
"An Answer to the Question: What Is Poetry?" Leigh- Hunt wrote:
"Poetry includes whatsoever of painting can be made visible to the mind's
• eye and whatsoever of music can be made audible without singing or instrumentation...." Some of her poems have the vividness of painting and
the melodic wealth of musical compositions.
Mrs. Dietz uses rhyme and traditional meters in many of her poems;
however, her metaphors suggest the influence of the Imagists. IIi one poem,
"A bronze oak leaf curls / a fist upon my doorstep:" In another, "We
opened eyes of lead:' "Death Is a Skyscraper" is a gripping poem built
around a single metaphor.
STITCHES IN TIME is a moving and memorable book.
-Alfred Dorn

secret

J'

'

~ .

Alfred Dom, recently the recipient of th-e Doctor of Philosophy at New York University, has n'ot only taught at several colleges, but has published poetry, criticism and
articles in a large number of magazines. NMQ has published a number of his reviews
in past issues.
1;

LIVE OR D!f' by Anne Sexton. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1966.
~~~

I

,

In Live or Die, Anne Sexton continues to create a poetry all her own.
Though in many ways similar to To Bedlam and Part Way Back and to
All My Pretty Ones, thi~ new book focuses more intensely on the poem
as process and on that process as it discovers both the destructive and
creative elements in us all.
For the most part these are poems in ~hich Mrs. Sexton's craft is so
perfect, so seemingly effortless and natural, that the reader cannot praise
~ them enough. They do. what the poet herself once said her ,pqpns should
\ do-open up, go way out, and then close in. Many of theStrict, formal
patterns established in To Bedlam and in All My Pretty Ones are now
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thrown off; in Live or Die the formal control is still present, but the. pat·
terns are much freer, are more intrinsic to the emotional states the poems
suggest. T~ernCallY' then, in the best pieces the line lengths, the rhythms,
the occasioal rh~es are never imposed upon the material but, as Frost
has said of. etry, ride easy in harness.
.
Yet the reader who is fascinated with SUGh a mastery of technical problems will, if he is careful and thoughtful, give attention to the voice; for
while spme critics have suggested echoes of W. D. Snodgrass and Robert
Lowell, Mrs. Sexton's voice is always her own. Perhaps· the only direct
influence she might wish to acknowledge is found in her approach: she has
learned from Snodgrass that poet\y can be personal, that it can and must
tell the truth.
And the truth is here!-shaped in a language that cries out, that sings
of what man is, of what we are. In "Flee on Your Donkey" ( a major work
for the ,poet), the speaker returns to a mental institution to discover the
futility of such a place, of such a state of-mind.. . But that vtry state, that
knowing madness, asks some questions:
Hornets have been sent.
'Fhey cluster like floral arrangements on the screen.
Hornets, dragging out their thin stingers,
hover outside, all knowing,
hissing: the hornet knows.
I heard it as a child
bub what was it he meant?
The hornet knows!
What happened to Jack and Doc and Reggy?
\Vho remembers what lurks in the heart of man?
\Vhat did The Green Hornet mean, he knows?
Or have I got it wrong? \
Is it The Shadow who h~d seen
me from my bedside radio?

I'

.... r

The poet knows!-an example of how she can take something very f~iliar,
something unreal and stereotyped, and give to it a new meaning. All of us
"heard it as a child" but have not wanted to admit such knowledge.
Many of the poems dramatize how we. destroy ourselves and others. In
"Man and Wife"-

-

J
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Now they are together
,
like strangers in a two-sea~eruthouse,
eating and squatting toge er.
They have teeth and knee
but they do not speak.
A soldier is forced to stay with a soldier
because they share the same dirt
and the same blows.

11
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Mrs. Sexton never let~ $; the poems delivering such "blow&," such brilliantly conceived images. In another piece, "Self in 1958," the narrator as
"a plaster doll" confides that
I live in a doll's house
with four chairs,"
a counterfeit table, a flat roof
and a big front door.
Manv have come to such a small crossroad.
Ther~ is an iron bed
(Life enlarges, life takes aim) _
a cardboard floor, .
windows that flash open on someone's city,
and little more.
~

The discovered reality is not the joy of fife; it is not the 'joy of cooking, for
Someone plays with me,
plants me in the all-electric kitchen,
Is this what Mrs. Rombauer said?

So the destructions go on and on-the killings, the .mutilitations- in the
prisons and closets and men:t0ries of the self: "Cripples and Other Stories"
is an ironically grotesque ballad in which a patient addresses her "father~
doctor" (psychiatrist), saying
'.
(.
Each time I give lectures
or gather in the grants
you send me off to boarding school
in training pants.

And the child'.s world returns, a world crippled and maimed, twisted and
horrifying.
But it is "The Addict"-one of the finest poems in the book-in which
the poet finds her most striking metaphor for contemporary man, for his
fascination with s~f-destruction, with death, with hell. We are all addicts,
giving ourselves up to hate, love, deadly illusions, fears;y.re· are all masochists trying to survive on "sweet pharmaceutical bottles"; we are living on
some kind of drug:
My supply
of tablets
has got to last for years and years.
I like them more than I like me.
Stubborn as hell, they won't let go.
It's a kind of marriage..
It's a kind of war
where I plant bombs inside
'of myself.
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There are life-giving forces, too, the poem "Live" finding them in the
gift of creation, in the sunlight world where
God! It's a-dream,
loyers sprouting in the yard
like celery stalks
and better,
a husband straight as a redwood,
two daughters, two sea urchins,
picking roses off my hackles,

It's a world where-instead of being "an instant cripple" or "an addict,"
"a killer, / anointing myself daily / with my little poisons."I'm an empreSS,
I wear an apron,
My typewriter writes,
It didn't break the way it warned,

And the empress lives: in the poem "The Sun," where "Now I am utterly
given, / lam your' daughter, your sweet-meat,";'in "Somewhere in Mrica,"
where a death is celebrated but "Let there be this God who is a woman
who will place you / upon her shallow boat,"; in "Sylvia's Death" (for
Sylvia Plath), where there is the perception that "what is your death /
but an old belonging, / a mole that fell out I of one of your poems?", the
dead friend seen as a "funny duchess?"; in "Your Face on the Dog's Neck,"
where a woman concludes that '\1 will crouch down / and put my cheek.
near you, / accepting this spayed and flatulent bitch you hold,". And in
the moving "Little Girl, My String Bean, My Lovely Woman," where a
mother tells her daughter .
Oh, darling, let your body in,
let it tie you in,
in comfort.
WJ!at I want to say, Linda,
is that women ~re born Jwice.

1

And after conjuring the ma~roots ahd sprouts of growthOh, little girl,
my stringbean,
how do you grow?
You grow this way..
You are too many to eat.

What poet wouldn't give years to have found those lines!
. Live or Die is a beautifully fashioned book. It is strong

stuff~

-:Philip Legler

)
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by Robert Lowell. Drawings by Sidney Nolan. New
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1967. i25 pp. $6.
NEAR THE OCEAN,

In his prefatory note to Near the Ocean, Robert Lowell comments on the
apparently ~parate themes of his e,cellent new,collection of "imitations"
and original poems: "How one jumps from Rome to the America of my
own poems is something of a mystery to ine. Perhaps' the bridge is made
by the brilliant drawings of Sidrtey Nolan." Whether Mr. Lowell has his
tongue in cheek, or whether the links among poems are in~d fortuitous,
the book clearly has a unity independent of its artwork, a u~ supplied by
the poet's consistent vision of human P9ssibilities. For Lowell, both
America and Rome are formidable but corrupt societies, whose very stature
and power make any breakdown of order all the m'ore' terrifying.. In "J uvenal's Rome"
'
,

,F

If you take a walk at night,
carrying a little silver, be. prepared
to think each shadow hides a knife or spear.
("The Vanity of Human Wishes") .

And in Lowell's New York,
We beg deli,nquents for out life. '
Behind each bush, pe~haps a knife; .
each landscaped cragl ea9h flowering shrub,
hides a policeman with' a club.
.
. ("Central Park")

If the Empire was tormented by
r
War souvenirs and trophies riailed to treeS,
a cheek strap dangling from a clobbered helmet,
a breastplate, or a trireme's figurehead,
or captives weeping on the victor's arch . . . ,
("The Vanity of Human Wishes")

Our own world is equally filled with senseless horror:
.
Wars
flicker, earth licks its open sores,
fresh breakage, fresh promotions, chance
assassinations, no adVance.
'
Only man thinning out his kind . . . .
("Waking Early Sunday Morning")
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By juxtaposition, Lowell's concern for the specific problems of his own
country-Viet Nam ("small war on the heels of small/ war") and the
arrogance of power ("until the end of time/ to police the earth"), civil
rights and police brutality ("A ~tringy policeman . . . counts his bullets
liJce beads" )-is effectiv~ly related to a broader picture of man's continuing
folly.
. .
,
However, altheugh Lowell is here more frequently than ever involved in
humanity's agony, his poetry, as always, centers on the individual'~ E.rivate
hell; close beneath the surface of society's massive failures is the more personal failure of love. Cut off from both God and man, the individual's
.->
isolation is the true catastrophe, perhaps the root of all others.
. In the past, in poems .such ~s "Skunk Hour," Lowell has demonstrated
his ability to fuse the imagery of spiritual and physical love, of religious
experience and sexual desire,' but nowhere so successfully as in the fivepoem sequence that gives this book its title. The first poem, "Waking Early
SundrY Morning," begins with the poet's wish to be like a
~

~

chinook
salmon jumping and falling back,
nosing up to the impossible
stone and bone-crushing waterfall.

Appropriately embodied in a fish driven-beyond its capabilities by the urge
to procreate, here is Lowell's image of the torturous struggle of the spirit, of
man's effort to reach God. Later, the author establishes an association between a vanishing potency and. God's increasing inaccessibility:
When will we see Him face to face?
Each day, He shines through darker glass.
.. . I see His vanishing
emblems, His white spire and flagpole sticking out above the fog. :. .

~pd ip. "Fqmth of July in Maine," the sexual fall of man is linked with a

kind of fall-hf God, as Lowell thinks of that distant time
v~-

when man, still licensed to increase,
unfallen and unmated, heard
only the uncreated Wordwhen God the Logos still had wit
to hide his bloody hands, and sit
in silence. . . .

...
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"The Opposite House" and "Central Park" continue to examine the im~
plications of this fall-fear ,and poverty, crime and- equally criminal authority. In the final poem, "Near the Ocean," Lowell explicitly enters the world
of human sexuality, which is by now fully charged with spiritual implications. It is not a pleasurable world, but rather one filleJI with Gorgon's head
(in Fr((,udian terms, a threat to 'potency) and abortions, murders and betra ,with "high delirious squalor." This dark vision of human love
ra leIs the darkness of a world without God; it is, in fact, part of this
arkness. When Lowell's lovers meet in the park, they find themselves ina
ter-starved ~asteland, with "all access barred with broken glass." With
,in nkind dp4en from Eden, from sexual innocence, even ,the '~darker glass"
through-Which God was dimly ~een in "Waking Early Sunday Morning"
is' now shattered.
~
"Near the Ocean" is notable not OIily for the brutally vivid imagery with
#
which Lowell presents a deso!ate reality, but also for the stanzaic' patterns
that effectively control and give definite form to the power and· violence of
the verse. Remarkably, the poet ~epends most-especially in the first, second, and fifth poems-on a stan~ c<?mposed of £o1.\r iambic.... tetrameter ----.
couplets. The m,olding o~this fonn, most obviously suited to light, witty
verse, to a grimly serious rpose, is analogous to Yeats's use of ottava rima .
for his most successf,ttlphi osophical poems. And, like Yeats, Lowell accomplishes this by fre~ u~ing half-rhymes and varying rhythmic units, so that
an apparently rigid pattern is transformed into a flexible me~ns of expression.
In addition to "Near the Ocean," Lowell's new book contains two other
original poems. "For Theodore Roethke," a fine tribute to the late poet,
and "1958." The rem~ining pieces are translations, or "imitations," Lowell's
term for recreating poems in a new language, transferring tone rather than
literal meaning. "The Vanity of Human Wishes" and three of Horace's
odes from the basis of the "Roman theme"; "Brunetto Latini,'? a translation
of the fifteenth canto of Dante's Inferno, and four poems l>y Quevedo and
Gongora, under the general title "The Ruins of Time," contribute to the
pervading sense of human futility. Here again, Lowell is remarkable.
Whether he is translating as literally as possible, as in the~~jse of Juven~l
o~ ~ante, or allowing himself great freedom, the pczems e.!h~rge '~ith fresh.
VItalIty; Lowell does not use borrowed phrases and dead language, he .
charges words with the energy of the true poem. One can perhaps best un- :.'
derstand the nature of this achievement by comparing Lowell's Dante to
the numerous translations available today; while other versions twist and

"

;

"
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tum passively
in an attempt to compromise with Dante's
language, Lowell's
1
,
verse is t<,>ugh and active,a counterpart to the original.
It is with "Brunetto Latini" that I would like to conclude. Near the
Ocean is beyond question a gloomy book, a perception of the futility of
human existence, of life filled with needless cruelty, terminated by death.
We are already in hell, Lowell intimates, and there is no real escape. ~nd
yet, the reader is by no means left with a sense of complete despair. The
very fact that the cry of pain can be mastered-can be given aesthetic fonn
by Lowell and the poets who have preceded him-is itself a kind of
triumph. But most'important is the figure created by Dante, recreated by
Lowell, Brunetto Latini. If there is indeed no escape from hell, here at
least is proof that hell can be borne with .dignity; and this is the greatest
-Karl MalkoH
triumph.
Karl M:dkoff is the author of a distinguished book on Theodore Roethke published
last year by Columbia University Press, He now teaches in the Department of English
at the City University of New York.
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